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Sunday performances at pm and pm. I was mistaken This current cast however fails to hit the mark and are
underwhelming throughout. But one Lion King is magic enough for anyone. And with their conspicuously
bared chests and tight trousers, further amplifying their sore incongruity with the rest of the ensemble, as well
as the odd club music accompanying them, this scene resembled more of an adult club than a children-friendly
theatre production. The Lion King is one of those shows with genuinely universal appeal. If you see it as a
child the sheer scale of the performance sticks with you, and as an adult you can appreciate a high quality
show which is still at the top of its game. Tickets are selling fast, and online purchasing is preferred.
Movements choreography by Garth Fagan were very poor in places. Taymor herself designed the costumes,
and collaborated on the masks and puppets with Michael Curry. Those who are coming to it for a second time
may be happier with their memories Even though, the show is based on the original movie from , there were
additional story lines and songs that complemented the plot. As agreed on by many other spectators, Asprey
was lifeless in his performance, repetitively swinging his tail as a moribund motif, unthreatening, utterly
motionless in scenes, and with terribly monotonal vocals often too quiet against the booming accompaniment.
Why, for example, does Shaun Escoffery take his headpiece off to talk to Young Simba, towards the
beginning of the musical? There were also comical canadian remarks making this show unique. The show is
known for these breath taking visuals, especially the Tony Award-winning animal puppet costumes designed
by Julie Taymor. The second of nine Disney-produced musicals to reach town thus far , it stunned initial
audiences who went in expecting a mundane, play-it-safe movie adaptation along the lines of the then-reigning
Beauty and the Beast. A similar situation is found in the second act which begins with puppet-less performers
singing to the audience as a large blue fabric disappears into a cavity, centerstage, symbolic of a drying
waterhole. But no! We both found the costume choices for Timon and Pumba seemed plucked directly from
the movie. His movements and vocals were extremely bird like to match his hornbill puppet. Sadly this makes
for a difficult audience, and the ushers have a hard time throughout trying to control the camera flashes,
recording devices and the translating that goes on frequently throughout the show. The Lion King took six
Tony Awards when it opened, for Best Musical, director, scenery, costumes, lighting and choreography. With
certain scenes where Timon is played against a grassy backdrop, the actor blended in but in other scenes, he
greatly stood out. If this is Disney's idea of a theme park, we are delighted to report that the theme is quality.
Ramsey and Plachy were equally outstanding as Mufasa and Scar and their singing voices were superb.
During the overture, those aforementioned excitable gasps from the stalls came to an immediate halt on his
appearance. Performances run Tuesdays to Saturdays at pm with matinees on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Butterfly and the decidedly non-magical Spider-Man: Turn Off the Darkâ€”have been less than auspicious.
Review by Linda Winer from Newsday Julie Taymor's staging of Disney's The Lion King is a marvel, a
theatrical achievement unrivaled in its beauty, brains and ingenuity. Meta-theatrically speaking, we are now
aware that this is a human in a costume, and illusion is destroyed. Everyone left with a smile on their face and
there was a real buzz throughout the auditorium. The unprecedented production is worth every penny. Most
important - against all odds - it has innocence. Having only two birds greet them, wielded on sticks by
performers below in the stalls, immersion was secondhand for these audience members. It was warm
enchanting and simply stunning. As for the Hyenas, their comedic aspect in the films was certainly stressed
over the menacing, taking away from that all-too-needed antagonist force. Seeing the original production back
in as a Disney-obsessed child, I was blown away by the concept, theatricality and the sheer scale of the
production. I found myself in tears in those first 2 minutes simply due to the amazing quality of the costumes,
and stage presence of all the animals.


